5049 CC 2020 Survey Report
Lynda Yates 21/04/2021

Introduction
It has been over 3 years since our last resident’s survey ( 2017) and since then we have incorporated
Seacliff into the association, and much has happened.
To provide Marino, Seacliff, Seacliff Park and Kingston Park residents with an opportunity to identify
issues of common community interest and to give clear direction to the Association’s priorities, plans
and future engagement strategies we ran an online survey which closed at the end of November
2020.

Summary
Residents vindicate the value of the 5049 Coastal Community Association
Respondents to our 2020 survey said they are very pleased with the communications and activities
of the 5049 Coastal Community Association, and encourage us to continue to serve our community
into the future.
Based on their feedback we will continue to distribute our popular hard copy and e-newsletters on a
regular basis, and we will seek to improve our website offering to enable two-way communication.
(We are hoping to receive funding from the federal government’s Stronger Communities grant
program.)
Residents confirmed that they want to see our beautiful coastal environment preserved and
enhanced, and have asked us to continue our advocacy to ensure that new developments like
Seacliff Park provide high quality open space outcomes, and that our two Councils continue to
improve community and open space assets such as Kingston Park and Seacliff Plaza. The issue of
Transport and Traffic also featured as a focus.
And residents near the Boral Quarry are very keen to see improvements which will reduce the levels
of dust in their neighbourhood. Our Association has successfully advocated for an ambient airborne
dust study to be undertaken by the EPA, for which consultation has just commenced. This dust
study will provide valuable information for residents, the EPA and Boral.
There was a particularly good response from people wishing to get involved:


5

considering committee positions



13

wanting to join an existing task group



3

wanting to form new task groups



17

registering their expertise to assist

We will be in touch very soon.
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Results
Respondents

76 out of 2200 homes answered, so 3.5 % . A good response
given the challenges we faced in 2020.

Demographics
Suburb

Age range
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Representation
Which of the following forum topics /issues are important to you?

See Note 1 for details on the OTHER and comments by respondents:
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What could/should the Association do to effectively support the common
interests of the community?

Free Membership of the 5049 Coastal Community Association



Are you a member
64% were members
Would you like to become a member
of the non members 33% interested 33% not.,

Communications
Preferred communication method
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I usually find out about the 5049 forums/events via:

Do you subscribe to the advertiser/messenger online yes/no



27%
72%

Yes
No

Please rate the following statements:


81 % thought - I enjoy reading the paper version of the 5049 Communicator newsletter 4
times per year



72 % said -



73% said activities and issues



42% saidI would like to see the website include an interactive blog so I can
contribute to the content on current issues
44% Not sure



81% said -

 59% said 5049


66 %said

I would like to see more of the following in the newsletter

The website is a good source of information on our community

I enjoyed reading the e-news
Facebook page is a good source of local information
I regularly check the 5049 Facebook page, only 21% check weekly
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I am active in the following local groups:

Volunteering in the Association
Joining the committee
5 people expressed interest in being on the Steering committee. This is very encouraging. We will be
in touch very soon.

I would like to support the association by joining the following task groups:

This was a great response and we will contact those people in due course
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Forming a new Task Group with support from the association
3 people were interested in forming a new task group:





Re-alignment of council boundaries to include Marino as part of City of Holdfast Bay;
Disability access and inclusion;
Lighthouse improvement and Beautification Project.
14 people had specialist expertise to offer: 4 chose Media & Communications, 4
Grant writing, 2 Community consultation and Planning & Development, 1
Environmental Engineering and 4 chose Other: Retail needs, Lobbying, Disability
services and women's rights, Construction.

Offering specialist expertise on specific local issues:












Media and communications
Graphics
Research
Grant writing
Planning & Development
Community Consultation
Architecture and Design
Landscape Architecture and Design
Environmental Engineering
Environmental Law
Other
 Retail needs
 Lobbying
 Disability Services
 Women’s Rights
 Construction

4
0
0
4
2
2
0
0
00

1
1
1
1
1
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Note 1
Least interest was shown in social events (34) and volunteering in the local community (36),
the latter possibly because we already have a high volunteer rate in the engaged
community.
Other interests/issues comments from respondents of interest.














Everything above (ie. listed issues) is very important. I'm more interested in the Boral
and Cement Hill as I live in Oceania and my future implications ....;
events for families with kids; playgrounds for older children/teens; that McConnell
reserve be maintained in full, ie both eastern and western side, and upgraded with
the inclusion of play equipment for older kids/teenagers; McConnell Reserve upgrade
of both sides;
support by Council of all our local sporting facilities; the revocation of open space;
keeping what local parks and land we have in the community; a law about significant
tree cutting; disability access for all;
upgrade of Seacliff beach toilets; breathing more life into the Marino Cafe (former
fish n chip cafe); Lorenzen site; development of Marino CH/Seacliff Park
development/building of 5G tower; 5G - not to protest about it but to explore how to
utilise it;
air quality;
crime prevention; vandalism;
lack of buses, graffiti, privatisation of the railway and future service cuts; rail noise
and vibration; Marino train station could do with more shade/weather protection;
traffic flows and volume; through-traffic reduction, traffic calming, noise pollution,
light pollution, rain water run-off from private property, seagrass maintenance,
pollution of ocean after rain; Brighton road and the traffic down the hill at Seacliff
primary which is only going to increase, disability services and access, domestic
violence;
Proper political recognition of Aboriginal people as the true owners of Australia.
ways that a cafe or shop can be brought into Marino as a focal point for our
community, better train service at Marino and Marino Rocks stations to build on
improvement of station and a rejection of any trials of ridiculous Uber style bus on
demand services at the expense of proper bus and train services here, ensure Marino
and Marino Rocks get their fair share of investment from Glenthorne National Park
project eg. signposts and inclusion on Glenthorne Loop, better trails and connection
into the rest of the park. If I asked you to imagine a historic working lighthouse that
stands atop a national park overlooking miles of pristine coastline...you’d probably
be shocked to see what we’ve ended up with in Marino - An eyesore that’s defaced
with aerials and ringed in barbed wire, yet nobody seems bothered. This could and
should be a beautiful attraction that’s a highlight of David Speirs Glenthorne National
Park.
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